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Featured Application: This study aims to effectively analyze legal cases, and the findings serve
as a reference for the business domain.

Abstract: The task of charge prediction is to predict the charge based on the fact description. Existing
methods have a good effect on the prediction of high-frequency charges, but the prediction of
low-frequency charges is still a challenge. Moreover, there exist some confusing charges that have
relatively similar fact descriptions, which can be easily misjudged. Therefore, we propose a model
with data augmentation and feature augmentation for few-shot charge prediction. Specifically, the
model takes the text description as the input and uses the Mixup method to generate virtual samples
for data augmentation. Then, the charge information heterogeneous graph is introduced, and a
novel graph convolutional network is designed to extract distinguishability features for feature
augmentation. A feature fusion network is used to effectively integrate the charge graph knowledge
into the fact to learn semantic-enhanced fact representation. Finally, the semantic-enhanced fact
representation is used to predict the charge. In addition, based on the distribution of each charge,
a category prior loss function is designed to increase the contribution of low-frequency charges to
the model optimization. The experimental results on real-work datasets prove the effectiveness and
robustness of the proposed model.

Keywords: charge prediction; Mixup; graph convolutional network; loss function

1. Introduction

Charge prediction refers to determining the final charge of the case (such as “theft”
and “robbery”) according to the text description of the case. It plays an irreplaceable role
in the judicial system. It not only provides convenient reference for legal experts, but
also provides important legal advice for ordinary people who are not familiar with legal
knowledge [1].

Automatic charge prediction has been studied for decades. Early researchers used
statistical methods to analyze the factual factors affecting decision making and predict
charges [2]. It was only effective for small-scale data and cases with obvious characteristics,
which was difficult to extend to general cases. Later, with the development of machine
learning algorithms, researchers [3–5] further extracted effective features from fact descrip-
tion and made predictions by machine learning methods, such as Naive Bayesian Model,
SVMs, or K-NN. However, these methods rely heavily on manual features, which are
difficult to gather on a bigger dataset. In recent years, with the successful usage of deep
learning methods on speech, computer vision and natural language processing, the neural
network is used to model legal documents [1].

However, charge prediction is not a simple task. There are still two main challenges
in the real scene: few-shot charges and confusing charges. Additionally, some few-shot
charges often have the characteristics of confusing, which undoubtedly adds new dif-
ficulties to the research. On the one hand, in the real datasets, the number of cases of
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various charges is extremely unbalanced, and the ten most common charges cover 78% of
cases; the uncommon 50 charges cover less than 0.5% of the cases. In case of insufficient
training data, the general deep learning model performs poorly. To solve this problem,
Zhang et al. [1] used different convolution neural networks to extract fine-grained features
and used capsule network for feature fusion. He et al. [6] effectively used focal loss function
to predict few-shot charges. However, there are still some limitations in this study: (1)
There is still a lack of sufficient data to train the neural network model, and the fine-grained
features extracted by the model cannot be used to distinguish some confusing charges [7].
(2) Many studies do not consider the effect of the prior distribution of the charges on the
cross-entropy loss function, so it is difficult to classify few-shot charges effectively.

On the other hand, there are many confusing charges in the real dataset, such as
robbery and snatch. The cases of these charges are similar, but the judgment results are
different. How to capture the subtle differences in the cases is a challenging task. Xu et al. [8]
proposed a novel graph neural network to automatically extract distinguishable features
between legal articles. Some researchers considered introducing external knowledge, for
example, Hu et al. [9] introduced 10 discriminative attributes of charges and used the
attention mechanism to obtain fact descriptions related to specific attributes, which offered
signals for distinguishing confusing charges. However, summaries and notes require a
lot of manual labeling, which relies too much on expert knowledge to extract sufficient
distinguishable features when training data is small. In practice, we hope that even in the
case of data imbalance, the model can still effectively extract distinguishable features and
accurately predict the charges.

Therefore, we propose a novel model with data augmentation and feature augmen-
tation for few-shot charge prediction. From the perspective of data augmentation, dif-
ferent from the existing fine-grained feature extraction methods, this paper draws on
the Mixup data augmentation method in image classification [10]. We propose a text
data augmentation strategy with Mixup, which enlarges the training samples by linear
interpolation from word level and sentence level in the hidden layer space of text represen-
tation, so as to enrich the feature diversity and improve the training effect of the model on
low-frequency charges.

Then, from the perspective of feature augmentation: Firstly, the criminal law divides
the charges into many categories, such as “crimes against national security” and “crimes
against public security”. Each category is subdivided into specific charges, and the spe-
cific charges have their own definitions. Therefore, the category charge definition can be
formalized into a hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 1. By exploring the similar
relationship between different charges under the same category and the co-occurrence rela-
tionship between charge definition words, this paper constructs multiple groups of charge
label heterogeneous graphs. Then, in order to capture the high-order features between
heterogeneous graphs, a Dropedge graph convolutional network (DGCN) is designed to
capture the distinguishable features between charges without over-smoothing and gener-
ate charge graph information. The confusing charges can be effectively distinguished by
analyzing this information. At the same time, because each heterogeneous graph contains
multiple charges, based on the information interaction between charges, knowledge can be
transferred from high-frequency charges to low-frequency charges, so the prediction effect
of low-frequency charges can be further improved. A feature fusion network is used to
effectively integrate the charge graph information into the case to learn semantic-enhanced
fact representation. Finally, this paper uses the semantic-enhanced fact representation to
predict final charges. In addition, based on the prior distribution of different charges, this
paper constructs a category prior loss function to pay more attention to low-frequency
charges in the training process. To demonstrate the advantages of this paper’s model,
we conduct several experiments on real-work datasets. The experimental results show
that the model in this paper outperforms other baseline models and achieves significant
improvements for few-shot charges and confusing charges.
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Figure 1. Charge hierarchy label structure.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We adopt the Mixup method to augment the training samples, which effectively
compensates the problem of insufficient training samples for few-shot charges, and
we design a category prior loss function to further focus on few-shot charges;

(2) We creatively construct the charge label heterogeneous graph and a novel Dropedge
graph convolutional network (DGCN) is designed to extract higher-order distin-
guishability features for effectively predicting few-shot and confusing charges;

(3) Extensive experiments are conducted on real-world datasets, and our model can
effectively predict few-shot and confusing charges and outperforms other models.

The results show that our model outperforms all state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Work

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology, some artificial intel-
ligence applications such as intelligent justice [1,3–5] and intelligent transportation [11]
have become research hotspots. Charge prediction is the key link of intelligent judicial
trial. Firstly, our work is relevant to the existing few-shot and zero-shot classification. In
recent years, some researchers have put forward solutions to this problem. For example,
Sun et al. [12] proposed a hierarchical attention prototype network, designed feature-level,
word-level and instance-level multiple cross-attentions, and made full use of the few-shot
information. Zhang et al. [13] proposed a two-step framework that combines multiple
semantic knowledges to solve the zero-shot text classification. Geng et al. [14] combined a
dynamic routing algorithm with a meta-learning framework to simulate human generaliza-
tion ability and effectively improve the classification effect of small samples. Bao et al. [15]
used the meta-learning framework to classify low-frequency text, and leverage the distribu-
tional signatures of words, which encode pertinent word occurrence patterns. These works
provide a good academic reference for the few-shot charge prediction task in this paper.

In addition, this paper works on the task of charge prediction in the LJP. For this
task, many researchers have proposed different methods to improve the prediction ef-
fect. Dong et al. [16], for the multi-label charge prediction problem, using label co-
occurrence, predicted multiple charges with article information on imbalanced data occa-
sion. Chao et al. [17] proposed a deep neural framework to extract short but charge-decisive
texts as the interpretation of charge prediction, which improved the interpretability of
prediction results. Pan et al. [18] proposed a multi-scale attention model for different defen-
dants and introduced Gaussian function into the model, effectively solving the problem of
multiple defendants in charge prediction. Zhong et al. [19] followed two essential principles
in LJP, Presumption of Innocence and Elemental Trial, and used the reinforcement learning
method to extract the interpretation principles of cases so as to improve the interpretability
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of predicted results. Yang et al. [20] designed a multi-perspective and bi-feedback neural
network to analyze the LJP subtasks’ dependence and predicted the charge with legal
articles and imprisonment. However, only a few works focus on few-shot charges or con-
fusing charges. The above methods are only good at predicting when the amount of data is
sufficient, and the model performance decreases when the training data are unbalanced
or the samples are small. Few-shot and confusing charge problems in charge prediction
are also the focus of this study. Luo et al. [21] used legal articles as external knowledge
and proposed a neural network with an attention mechanism to predict the charges, which
improved the charge prediction results and provided legal bias. Hu et al. [9] constructed ten
discriminative attributes of charges for few-charge prediction. Liu et al. [22] used a seq2seq
model and designed an attention-based seq2seq model to predict the charge. Xu et al. [8]
used a graph neural network to solve the confusing crime problem in LJP. However, the
above methods do not deeply analyze its high-order representation of fact description,
and the advantages are not obvious when there are few cases of some confusing charges.
Therefore, it is necessary to enhance the data for low-frequency charges.

Cheng et al. [23] proposed a knowledge-aware model in which the graph convolution
neural network is used to extract the fact description features, the legal schematic knowl-
edge is regarded as a tree structure, and the self-attention network is used to model the
hierarchical relationship. Inspired by this work, this paper introduces the charge graph
information into the few-shot charge prediction to enhance the features, so as to further
understand the external knowledge and fact description. The differences and improve-
ments of our method to this literature are: (1) The research purposes are different. It
mainly solves the easily confusing charges, and this paper improves the prediction effect of
few-shot charges through feature augmentation while solving the easily confusing charges;
(2) The modeling methods of external knowledge are different. In this paper, the charge
label is modeled as multiple groups of heterogeneous graphs. We consider not only the
hierarchical relationship between labels, but also the similar relationship between peer
labels and the co-occurrence relationship between words in the label definition. Therefore,
the distinguishing characteristics are more diverse. In addition, the improvement of loss
function in this paper can effectively alleviate the imbalance of charge categories.

Therefore, the existing research on charge prediction mainly improves the model
performance from the perspective of multi-task joint learning and the integration of external
knowledge. Unlike the existing work, we focus on solving the problem of low-frequency
and confusing charges from the perspective of internal text data augmentation and external
charge label feature augmentation, which is obviously innovative. In addition, we use a
layer of a feature fusion network to effectively incorporate the charge graph information
into the fact representation, and the network is scalable when other external knowledge is
incorporated.

3. Method

For each case, the fact description can be seen as a word sequence X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn},
where n represents the sequence length and xi ∈ V, V is a fixed vocabulary. In addition,
we extracted the charge label information C from FindLaw (https://china.findlaw.cn/
zuiming/, accessed on 10 September 2021). Given the fact description X and charge label
information C, the goal was to predict the charge y ∈ Y from charge set Y in each case.

This paper proposed a charge prediction model to solve the few-shot and confusing
charge problems in charge prediction. The overall structure of this model is shown in
Figure 2, which mainly includes a data augmentation module and feature augmentation
module. After encoding the distributed representation of cases, the Mixup method was
used to generate virtual samples through linear interpolation. Our paper applied the
algorithm proposed by Zhang et al. [10] in the field of image classification to the text
classification in Section 3.1.2. Then, we modeled the charge labels as a heterogeneous graph
in Section 3.2.1, and we designed a DGCN in Section 3.2.2. The DGCN was used to extract
the distinguishability features, and the charge graph information was obtained. Then, a

https://china.findlaw.cn/zuiming/
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feature fusion network was proposed in Section 3.3, which was used to effectively integrate
the charge graph information into the case to learn semantic-enhanced fact representation.
Finally, the semantic-enhanced fact representation was used to predict the charge. In
addition, we constructed a category prior loss function, which pays more attention to
low-frequency charge during the training process, thus improving the prediction effect of
the model as a whole.

Figure 2. The structure of the charge prediction model.

3.1. Data Augmentation

In many few-shot classification tasks, fine-grained feature extraction or the introduc-
tion of external knowledge are often used to increase feature diversity, but sufficient data
is still the premise to ensure the training effect of the model, so data augmentation is nec-
essary. Data amplified by EDA [24] are single and limited, and data amplified by adding
noisy are uncontrollable. Therefore, using limited cases to generate feature-diversified
data is the key to data augmentation. Among many algorithms, the Mixup method can
be used to cross-task the model training process, generate cross-label data, and, finally,
obtain the augmented data with diverse features. In addition, the fact description is usually
a hierarchical structure, so this paper used a word vector to represent the sentence and
then a sentence vector to represent the whole fact description. The corresponding data
augmentation also included two parts, word-level data augmentation and sentence-level
data augmentation, and the data augmentation part of each level included encoder and
data augmentation with Mixup.

3.1.1. Encoder

Given a sequence of fact descriptions X containing L sentences, we chose bi-directional
gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU) [25] to calculate the hidden state of words. Bi-GRU not only
effectively solves the problems such as gradient disappearance of traditional RNN, which
is widely used in the field of LJP for case coding, but also has a simple structure compared
with pre-trained language models such as BERT [26] and is less prone to over-fitting in the
few-shot classification task. Specifically, based on each sentence Si = {xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,m}
(m represents the number of words contained in the i− th sentence and xi,j represents the
j− th word in the i− th sentence) of fact description, we used a forward GRU and a reverse
GRU to calculate the hidden states hi,j.

hi,j = [
→

GRU(e(xi,j)),
←

GRU(e(xi,j))], j = 1, 2, . . . , m, (1)

where hi,j ∈ R2dw (dw is the dimension of the hidden layer) denotes the hidden repre-
sentation of the j− th word of the i − th sentence in the sequence and e(; ) is the word
embedding code. This paper used a skip-gram algorithm of word2vec [27] to model the
word vector. However, not all words in the fact description are equally important to the
sentence expression, so an attention mechanism was used to extract words that are mean-
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ingful to the sentence and calculate the weights [αi,1, αi,2, . . . , αi,m], where αi,j is the weight
of xi,j. The combination of the attention mechanism can obtain deeper text features, so that
Mixup can produce augmented data with diverse features. αi,j is calculated as follows:

αi,j =
exp(tanh(Wwhi,j)

Tui)

∑j exp(tanh(Wwhi,j)
Tui)

, (2)

where Ww ∈ Rdw×2dw are trainable weight parameters and ui ∈ ddw is the word-level
context vector. ui was used to measure the importance of words generated by random
initialization and jointly learned during the training process. Then, we obtained the charge
information word-level hidden states h′i,j = αi,jhi,j.

3.1.2. Data Augmentation with Mixup

The main idea of the Mixup data enhancement algorithm proposed by Zhang et al. [10]
in the field of image classification is to generate samples to amplify data by mixing two
randomly extracted images and corresponding labels. Verma et al. [28] proposed the
Manfold–Mixup method to generate pseudo-samples in embedding space.

x̃ = λgk(xi) + (1− λ)gk(xj); ỹ = λyi + (1− λ)yj, (3)

where gk(·) represents the forward process from input to the k− th layer in neural network
coding, λ ∈ [0, 1] is the mixing factor, and (xi, yi) and (xj, yj) are a pair of samples randomly
selected from the same batch. This paper refers to the idea of Verma et al. [28], as shown
in Figure 3. We used interpolation in the information word hidden space to amplify data
features, regularize the model to make it linear in the training data, and generate new states
h̃i,_ ∈ R2dw with rich features [29,30].

h̃i,_ = λh′i,a + (1− λ)h′i,b, (4)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is the sample mixing factor, λ can be obtained by sampling the Beta(α, α),
α is a super parameter, h′ i,a and h′i,b are hidden states of two words randomly selected
from the i− th sentence, and a and b are the a− th and b− th words of the i− th sentence,
respectively. h̃i,_ is the new hidden state of the i− th sentence. Then we aggregated these

state vectors of the i− th sentence to get sentence vectors esi =
m
∑

j=1
αi,j h̃i,j.

Figure 3. Data augmentation with Mixup.

Inspired by Yang et al. [31], who used a hierarchical attention mechanism for doc-
ument classification, we attentively performed data augmentation based on word-level
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Bi-GRU and sentence-level Bi-GRU. Therefore, the sequence of sentence representations
es = [es1 , es2 , . . . , esL ] was obtained after word-level enhancement. Similarly, we used a
sentence-level Bi-GRU to compute a sentence-level attention vector h̃i = αiesi and perform
sentence-level Mixup data augmentation. The calculation process was as follows:

hi = [
→

GRU(ei),
←

GRU(ei)], i = 1, 2, . . . , L, (5)

αi =
exp(tanh(Wshi)

Tusi)

∑i exp(tanh(Wshi)
Tusi)

(6)

h̃_ = λh̃a + (1− λ)hb (7)

where αi represents the sentence-level attention weight and Ws ∈ Rdw×2dw is the weight
matrix. We introduced a sentence-level context vector usi ∈ Rdw and used the vector
to measure the importance of the sentence. Finally, we obtained the fact representation
V = ∑i αi h̃i after data augmentation.

3.2. Feature Augmentation

Realistic charge labels are often not independent structures, and each label not only
has its basic definition and category, but also has similar or mutually exclusive relationships
with other labels. In many existing studies of LJP tasks, the dependencies or correlations
among the charge labels are usually ignored, and such dependencies can introduce addi-
tional valuable information for the charge prediction task, effectively solving the challenge
of insufficient features for the few-shot task. At the same time, by further mining the
differences between labels, it can provide distinguishable features for confusing charges.
Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a deep analysis of the charge labels. In addition, the
graph neural network has attracted a lot of attention due to its superior performance in
graph-structured data [32], which can analyze the relationship between nodes and capture
the features of node attributes with high accuracy at low cost compared with the fully
connected multilayer perceptron (MLP). Therefore, we modeled the charge labels as graph
structures, performed feature augmentation, and used a novel DGCN model to capture the
charge label features.

3.2.1. Charge Label Heterogeneous Graph

As shown in Figure 1 above the structure of the charge label, each category includes
a variety of charges (i.e., labels). Each label has a specific definition, which can be used
for word segmentation. Therefore, this paper established two types of nodes V, word
nodes and label nodes, and establishes edges E between nodes: word–word edge, word–
label edge, and label–label edge. The structure is shown in Figure 4. On the right is
the heterogeneous graph schema; on the left is a set of heterogeneous graphs with three
labels and K words. Based on different categories, we constructed multiple groups of
heterogeneous graphs. The total number of nodes in every graph is the number of labels
plus the number of unique words charge information [33]. We considered every word and
label as a one-hot vector as the input model and used the identity matrix as the feature
matrix [34]. The label–word edges can be built based on word occurrence in labels, and
the word–word edges can be built based on word co-occurrence in the whole corpus.
Specifically, the weights between two word nodes can be calculated by point-wise mutual
information (PMI) [35], which is a common method of word associations. Since the words
are specific explanations of labels, the weight of the edge between a label node and a
word node is the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) of the word in the
label [36]. The same heterogeneous graph of the charges is relevant; we used similarity to
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define the weights between two label nodes. Formally, we calculated the weights of edge
between node i and node j as follows:

Aij =


PMI(i, j) i and j are words
TFIDF(i, j) i is a label and j is a word
similarity(i, j) i and j are labels
1 i = j
0 otherwise

(8)

where PMI(i, j) is a word pair i, j and the PMI value is computed as PMI(i, j) = log p(i,j)
p(i)p(j) ,

where p(i, j) = W(i,j)
W(i) , p(i) = W(i)

|W| . |W| is the total number of sliding windows. W(i) is the
number of sliding windows containing word i in the corpus and W(i, j) is the number of
sliding windows containing both word i and j. PMI values reflect the semantic relevance
between words; a positive PMI value indicates high semantic relevance and a negative
value indicates low or no semantic relevance, so this paper only added edges between
word pairs with positive PMI values. In addition, TFIDF(i, j) = TF(i, j) ∗ IDF(j), where
TF(i, j) is the number of times word appears in the label i, IDF = log( Nall

Nj+1 ), Nall is the
total number of tags, and Nw + 1 is the number of labels that contain the word j. We
used the cosine similarity of the word vector as the weight between two label nodes,
similarity(i, j) =

vi ·vj

‖vivj‖ , where vi and vj are the vectors of label i and label j, respectively,

and word2vec was used to calculate the word vector of the label.

Figure 4. Charge label heterogeneous graph.

3.2.2. Dropedge Graph Convolutional Network

Based on the charge label heterogeneous graph established above, this paper selected
the graph convolution network (GCN) for feature extraction. Compared with other graph
neural network models, GCN has a simple structure and easy operation and can extract
more effective features based on fewer parameters. The traditional GCN performs feature
extraction on homogeneous graphs [37], while the charge label graph in this paper con-
tains different entities and relationships, which are typical for heterogeneous graphs. By
analyzing different types of information in the charge label graph, complex semantics and
inter-word dependencies can be captured, which enriches the few-shot charge semantics
more and effectively improves the accuracy of prediction results. Formally, consider a
graph G = (V, E), where V(|V|= m) and E are sets of nodes and edges, respectively.
Further, in this paper, the message passing is used to update the representation of each
node. The graph convolution of the GCN model is actually a special form of Laplacian
smoothing [38]. We obtained new features for each node by calculating the weighted
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average of its own nodes and its neighbors. In addition, information from neighboring
can be collected and integrated to update each node’s own representation. The new dg

dimensional node feature matrix H(l+1) ∈ Rm×dg is calculated as follows:

H(l+1) = σ(ÃH(l)W(l)) (9)

where Ã = D̃−
1
2 A′D̃−

1
2 , A′ = A + I is the adjacency matrix A with added self-connection

I and A is the weight matrix calculated by formula (8). D̃ is a diagonal matrix with
D̃ii = ∑j A′ij, H(l) as the node representation matrix of the l − th layer. W(l) is the trainable

parameter matrix. σ(.) is the activation function, such as ReLU. Initially, H(0) = X.
In order to obtain higher-order charge information representation, the GCN contains 4

hidden layers. The distributed representation of each node in the last layer can be learned
by applying the propagation rule to our graph defined before. However, while simply
increasing the depth of the GCN network, the problem of over-smoothing arises and there
is convergence in the node representation, thus making the differentiation of different
types of nodes poor, which hinders the distinction of confusing charges. Therefore, we
introduced the Dropedge [39] technique by randomly setting some non-zero elements of
the adjacency matrix A to zero, i.e., deleting a fixed proportion of edges in the original
graph, we called the new model Dropedge graph convolutional network (DGCN) and
made the node connections more sparse without affecting the original features, avoiding
the over-smoothing problem caused by increasing the number of GCN layers. At the same
time, the Dropedge technique enhances the randomness and diversity of the data and
alleviates the problem of over-fitting. If we denote the resulting adjacency matrix as Adrop,
then its relation with A becomes:

Adrop = A− A′ (10)

where A′ is a sparse matrix expanded by a random subset of non-zero elements of the
adjacency matrix A. Then, we also performed the re-normalization trick on Adrop, leading
to Ãdrop. We replaced Ã with Ãdrop. To further improve charge information’ distinguishable
feature, we computed the charge graph information c = [c1, c2 , . . , ck] by adopting two
kinds of pooling operators to extract the distinguishing features of hidden states. The
calculation is as follows:

ci = Wc[max({Hi}i∈[1,k]); avg({Hi}i∈[1,k])] (11)

where Hi ∈ Rdg denotes hidden layer representation of the i− th heterogeneous graph,
i ∈ [1, k], k is the number of the heterogeneous graph, Wc ∈ Rdg×2dg is the weight matrix,
[; ] means concatenate operation, and max(·) and avg(·) are max-pooling and avg-pooling
operators, respectively.

3.3. Feature Fusion Network

Some feature splicing layers usually use simple feature splicing or feature summing
without considering the relationship between external knowledge and internal descriptions,
while we observed that the charge label features obtained by feature augmentation did not
have exactly the same impact on the charge prediction task, and further analysis of the
relationship between the charge label features and the fact descriptions could achieve a
reasonable use of external knowledge. Therefore, we designed a layer of a feature fusion
network to select more relevant information from the charge labels. As shown in Figure 5,
formally, we defined an alignment matrix U ∈ Rn×k between charge label features and fact
description features. Specifically, this paper first took charge graph information c through
a layer of a fully connected network to get g as the hidden layer representation of the
fusion network, then measured the importance of words through the fact description and
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the similarity between labels, and obtained the standardized importance weight through
softmax function. The specific formula is as follows:

gi = tanh(Wuci + bu) (12)

Ui =
exp(gi

TWvv)
∑t exp(gi

TWvv)
(13)

where Wu ∈ Rdw×dg represents the weight matrix of the charge label feature and Wv ∈ Rdw × ddw

represents the weight matrix of fact description. Based on U, we computed the charge label
embedding ec = (cUT). Finally, we obtained the semantic-enhanced fact representation
f ∈ Rdw by concatenating the fact description v with charge label embedding.

f = W f [v; ec] (14)

where W f ∈ Rdw×(dw+dg) denotes weight matrix and [; ] means the concatenate operation.

Figure 5. Feature fusion network.

3.4. Charge Prediction

The fact description after data enhancement and feature enhancement can effectively
predict the few-shot charge and can better distinguish the confusing charges. Finally,
we used the semantic-enhanced fact representation f from the feature fusion network to
predict the final charge. Based on f , the so f tmax function was used to get the prediction
results. The specific calculations are as follows:

y = so f tmax(Wy f + by) (15)

where Wy ∈ Rdw×dw
and by ∈ Rdw are the weight matrix and bias in the output layer.

3.5. Optimization

Charge prediction is a typical text classification problem. We used cross entropy to
optimize this task, and the loss function of charge prediction is as follows:

L = −
C

∑
i=1

yi log(ŷi) (16)

where C denotes the total number of classes, ŷi denotes prediction probability, and yi refers
to the ground-truth label.
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However, due to the imbalance of charge categories, the direct application of cross-
entropy loss to the charge prediction task leads to the decline of prediction performance.
Intuitively, in order to improve the training effect, higher weight should be given to the
loss of low-frequency charges, and whether it is low-frequency depends on the proportion
of a certain charge text in the dataset, that is, the prior distribution of charge categories.
Therefore, it is crucial to fuse the prior distribution of the charges in the loss function.
Inspired by Menon et al.’s [40] solution to the “long tail” problem, this paper further
modeled the cross-entropy and category prior precedence as mutual information, i.e., the
cross-entropy loss and the prior probability of the charge were combined to determine the
final loss function. Specifically, the last step of charge prediction was softmax classification:
we supposed the distribution of softmax classification layer input is f (x; θ), then the classi-

fication layer was generalized as pθ(y|x) = e fy(x;θ)

C
∑

i=1
e fi(x;θ)

and the prior probability distribution

p(y) of each charge. The specific combination rules are as follows:

log
pθ(y|x)

p(y)
∼ fy(x; θ)⇔ log pθ(y|x) ∼ fy(x; θ) + log p(y) (17)

Considering the classification layer function, softmax normalization was performed,
as shown in Formula (18). Finally, a category prior loss function Lp was obtained.

pθ(y|x) =
e fy(x;θ)+log p(y)

C
∑

i=1
e fi(x;θ)+log p(i)

(18)

Lp = − log pθ(y
∣∣x)

= − log e fy(x;θ)+γ log p(y)

C
∑

i=1
e fi(x;θ)+γ log p(i)

= log[1 + ∑
i 6=y

( p(i)
p(y) )

γ
e fi(x;θ)− fy(x;θ)]

(19)

where γ denotes the regulatory factor.

4. Experiment

To evaluate the performance of the model in this paper, multiple sets of experiments
were conducted on real datasets and compared with several state-of-the-art baseline models,
as well as ablation experiments to demonstrate the validity of each module in the model.
The hardware environment and software environment of the experiment are shown in
Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Experimental hardware environment.

Hardware Name Quantity Parameter Description

CPU 1 Inter Core i7-4900MQ

Memory 2 Hynix Skhynix 32G

Graphics card 1 NVIDIA Tesla V100 32G

SSD 1 Samsung SAMSUNG 512G

Mechanical hard disk 1 Seagate 1TB
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Table 2. Experimental software environment.

Software Name Parameter Description

Operating system Windows 10

Development tool Pycharm 2020

Version of Python Python 3.6.13

Version of Tensorflow Tensorflow = 1.14.0

Version of Numpy Numpy = 1.16.0

4.1. Dataset

We used the available dataset from [9], which contains real cases for few-shot charges
prediction, and the dataset has three subsets of different sizes, denoted as Criminal-S
(small), Criminal-M (medium), and Criminal-L (large). Each case has a good structure,
including fact description, charge, related article, and prison term. This paper chooses the
fact description part of the case as input and extracts the charge label by regular expression.
Since this paper explores the few-shot prediction task, and the dataset contains cases with
multiple defendants and multiple charges, which increase the complexity of the charge
prediction task, we filtered these multi-label cases. We kept 149 distinct charges with at
least 10 cases. The detailed statistics are shown in Table 3. All datasets were divided into
training set, validation set, and test set in the ratio of 8:1:1. In addition, this paper counted
the statistical results of the number of distribution of charges in Criminal-S. It can be seen
from the Figure 6 that the distribution of charges was extremely unbalanced. More than
50% of the charges had less than 200 training data, while there were only 10 charges with
more than 2000 training data.

Table 3. The statistic of different datasets.

Datasets Criminal-S Criminal-S Criminal-L

Train 61,589 153,521 306,900

Validation 7755 19,250 38,429

Test 7702 19,189 38,429

Figure 6. Imbalance graph of crime distribution.

The overall model was divided into two parts: data augmentation module and feature
augmentation module. Tensorflow was uniformly used to build the neural network model.
In the data augmentation module, in order to improve the data quality, we firstly cleaned
the data and removed some invalid samples, then we discretized a large amount of infor-
mation, normalizing the license plate number, mobile phone number, bank card number,
and other information. The regular expression was used to extract the fact description from
cases, THULAC was used for word separation, and the skip-gram algorithm of word2vec
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for word vector modeling: setting the vector dimension to 200, setting the maximum text
length to 500, truncating if it was too long, and filling it with 0 if it was less than 500. The
maximum document length was 32 sentences, words with a word frequency of less than
five were regarded as unknown words, and the dimension of GRU hidden layer dw was
set to 256. The dropout was set to 0.5, the mixing factor λ was obtained from the beta
distribution (Beta(α, α)) sampling, the parameter was α = 150, the batch size was 64, and
the learning rate was 0.01.

In the feature augmentation module, the charge definition was also segmented, the
word vector was modeled by using the skip-gram algorithm of word2vec; the vector
dimension was set to 200, the window size was set as 20, and the dropout to 0.5. All neural
network models were trained by random gradient descent (SGD), and Adam [41] was used
as the optimizer. Iterative training was repeated during the experiment until the difference
between two consecutive iterations was small enough, and the maximum epochs were 20.
We employed accuracy (Acc.), macro-precision (MP), macro-recall (MR), and macro-F1 (F1)
as our evaluation metrics.

4.2. Baselines

We selected a basic neural network model and several state-of-the-art models of LJP
as a baseline. The effectiveness of our model is proved by comparative analysis. The
descriptions of the baseline models are as follows:

CNN [42]: A text classification model based on CNN. Text features are extracted using
CNNs with different width filters, combined with fully connected neural networks to
predict the charges.

HAN [31]: A hierarchical attention network model for document classification. The
model uses word-level GRU to extract features, an attention mechanism to aggregate words
into sentences and further extract features from sentence-level GRU, and an attention
mechanism to classify documents.

Few-attribute [9]: A model for few-shot charges prediction. The model introduces
legal attributes as external knowledge, and multi-task joint modeling is used to predict
both charges and attributes.

MPBFN [20]: A multi-perspective bi-feedback network for legal judgment prediction.
The network effectively utilizes the dependencies among subtasks of LJP, and a word
collection attention mechanism is proposed to increase the accuracy of penalty prediction.

LADAN [8]: A model for confusing charges prediction. The model uses a graph
neural network to extract the differences between legal articles and re-encode the case
descriptions to predict the charges.

In the experimental process, this paper treated the charge prediction as a classification
problem, selected a set of optimal experimental parameters by reviewing the range of
experimental parameters given in the original paper, conducted three iterations of the
experiment, and took the best single result as the final result.

4.3. Results and Analysis

The experimental results on the criminal dataset are shown in Table 4. † indicates
significant improvements (p < 0.05) compared with the best baseline. It can be observed that
our model achieves better performance on three different-sized datasets, which showcases
the robustness and wide applicability over various application scenarios of our proposed
method for charge prediction. Our model is basically similar to other models on a certain
metric of a dataset, such as the Acc (93.3) of LADAN and ours (93.5) are close to each other
in Criminal-S. Through our annotation, it can be found that at least two indicators of our
model are significantly improved in different datasets, especially in MR and F1. Thus,
we can infer that the model in this paper significantly outperforms other baseline models
on different datasets by looking at all the metrics for a particular dataset. In addition,
the experimental results of different-sized datasets are compared horizontally, and it is
found that the prediction results become more and more accurate with the increase of data
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volume, which proves that the amount of data can affect the training effect of the model,
and the training data of large datasets are more adequate.

Table 4. Charge prediction results of three datasets.

Datasets Criminal-S Criminal-M Criminal-L

Metrics Acc. MP MR F1 Acc. MP MR F1 Acc. MP MR F1

CNN 91.9 50.5 44.9 43.5 93.5 57.6 48.1 50.5 93.9 66.0 50.3 54.7

HAN 92.2 52.7 49.2 44.9 93.7 61.1 55.3 54.6 95.1 68.2 57.3 58.6

Few-attribute 92.8 57.0 53.9 53.4 94.7 66.7 60.4 61.8 95.7 73.3 67.1 68.6

MPBFN 93.3 63.4 57.9 56.2 94.7 69.1 68.2 66.9 95.8 76.6 73.6 72.5

LADAN 93.3 63.7 57.2 56.6 94.9 69.7 67.2 67.1 95.5 76.8 72.9 73.1

Our model 93.5 66.2 † 63.8 † 62.1 † 94.9 70.3 † 73.5 † 70.0 † 95.9 78.6 † 77.1 † 76.2 †

Further comparing the experimental results, it can be observed that our model outper-
forms all the baseline models, and the existing models generally perform poorly on the
F1 metric. This is mainly because of the imbalance of training samples among different
charges and indicates the shortage of prediction for few-shot charges. In contrast, our
model achieves an absolute improvement of 5.5%, 2.9%, and 3.1% in F1 over the current
optimal model on the three datasets, respectively. It proves the effectiveness and robustness
of the method in this paper under different scenarios (sufficient or insufficient data).

Among these evaluation metrics, MR and F1 are the preferred evaluation metrics for
classification problems, especially in the scenario of unbalanced data. The above analysis
shows that our model is superior in F1. Therefore, we compared the performance with
MR metric, and further compared the generalization performance of our model and the
baseline model in a statistical sense. Firstly, we compared six different models on three
datasets, and then sorted them on each dataset according to MR values and assigned
ordinal values (1, 2, . . . ). As shown in Table 5, the last row is average ordinal values.
Then, the “Friedman test” was used to judge whether the performance of these models
was the same. Let ri be the average ordinal values of the i− th models. We assumed a

variable rχ2 = k−1
k ·

12N
k2−1

k
∑

i=1
(ri − k+1

2 )2, where k = 6 is the number of models and N = 3

is the number of datasets. We obtained the rχ2 = 14.619 when k and N are large and rχ2

obeys distribution χ2. Then, we used the variable rF =
(N−1)r

χ2

N(k−1)−r
χ2

, which follows the

F distribution with degrees of freedom (k − 1) and (k − 1)(N − 1). Then, we obtained
the rF = 76.740 by referring to the table of common critical values for the F test, when
significance level α = 0.05, rF > 3.217. Therefore, the assumption that all models have
the same performance was rejected. Then we used the “Nemenyi follow-up test” by
referring the common critical values for the “Nemenyi test”. We obtained the critical value
qα = 2.850 when k = 6 and α = 0.05. The “Nemenyi test” calculates the critical range

CD = qα

√
k(k+1)

6N = 3.522 of the difference between the average ordinal values. Finally, we
compared the average ordinal values gap and CD:6− 1 > CD; 5− 1 > CD. This shows
that, compared with the ordinary neural network model (CNN and HAN), the performance
of our model is particularly superior. In addition, compared with other legal judgment
prediction models, our model predicts a higher MR value, which is slightly better than
other models in statistical sense.
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Table 5. The ordinal values of different models.

Datasets CNN HAN Few-Attribute MPBFN LADAN Our Model

Criminal-S 6 5 4 3 2 1

Criminal-M 6 5 4 2 3 1

Criminal-L 6 5 4 2 3 1

Average ordinal value 6 5 4 2.33 2.667 1

By comparing the ordinary neural network model and the charge prediction model, it
is found that the charge prediction model is significantly better than the ordinary neural
network in various indexes, which indicates that in-depth analysis of various factors affect-
ing LJP can effectively improve the prediction effect by introducing external knowledge or
multi-task joint learning.

Comparing on three different size datasets, the advantage of our model is particularly
obvious on the Criminal-S dataset, mainly due to the adoption of the Mixup method in
this paper. The two most basic metrics in the classification domain are Acc. and MR, and,
comparing our model with LADAN and HAN, the accuracy is basically close, but the
recall differs greatly. The main reason is that low-frequency and confusing charges account
for a lower proportion, while the LADAN model can effectively distinguish confusing
charges through DGCN, so the MR is improved. Through data enhancement and feature
enhancement, our model can not only distinguish easily confused charges, but also has a
good prediction effect on few-shot charges.

To further demonstrate the advantage of our model in the case of few-shot charges,
MPBFN and LADAN models, which are more effective in the baseline model, were com-
pared with our model under different frequency charges. Here, according to the frequency
of the charge, we divided them into three parts: the number of cases included in the low-
frequency charges is less than 10 and the number of cases included in the high-frequency
charges is more than 100. As shown in Table 6, the effects of the three models in high-
frequency charges are close, but compared with the baseline model, our model improves
3.95% and 4.74% in low-frequency charges, respectively, which fully proves the advantages
of our model in predicting few-shot charges.

Table 6. Macro-F1 values of various charges on Criminal-S.

Charge Type Low Medium High

Charge number 49 51 49

MPBFN 53.1 61.6 82.8

LADAN 52.7 62.9 83.3

Our model 55.2 64.1 83.9

In addition, it can be seen from Figure 6 that the charge distribution of data in the
legal field is imbalanced. In order to prove the effectiveness of this model in an unbalanced
data scenario, we select a new evaluation metrics for comparative experiments. As shown
in Table 4, in the ordinary neural network model the prediction effect of HAN is better than
the CNN. In the LJP models, the Few-attribute model is specially used to solve the few-shot
charge problem. Therefore, we selected HAN and Few-attribute from the baseline model.
At the same time, the loss function of our model was replaced by the ordinary cross entropy;
the variant is named cross-loss. We compared the above three models with our model on
the Criminal-L set with sufficient data. Then the AUC evaluation index was used to explore
the effectiveness of the model in the unbalanced data scenario. The experimental results are
shown in the Table 7. It can be seen from the table that the AUC value of HAN is the lowest,
which indicates the limitation of the ordinary neural network model for the category
imbalance problem, and the accuracy can be effectively improved by integrating external
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knowledge. Therefore, the prediction result of Few-attribute is significantly improved, and
the AUC value of our model is the highest. When the ordinary cross-entropy loss function
is used, the AUC value decreases significantly, but it is still higher than other models. It can
be seen that the data augmentation and feature augmentation strategies in this paper can
initially solve the problem of category imbalance. More importantly, the fusion of category
priors has a significant effect on solving the problem of unbalanced data.

Table 7. AUC values of different models on Criminal-L.

Model AUC

HAN 61.3

Few-attribute 73.9

Cross-loss 74.6

Ours 79.7

Further, we selected “theft” and “fire crime” as the representative of high-frequency
charges and low-frequency charges respectively and used a PR curve (precision-recall) to
intuitively explore the performance of our model and Few-attribute on different frequency
charges. As shown in Figure 7, it can be observed that the prediction effect of the model on
“theft” is higher than that on “fire crime”, and, in the prediction of “theft”, the prediction
effects of the two models are basically close. This shows that the two models have the same
prediction effect on high-frequency charges and also reflects that low-frequency charges
in the dataset can affect the effect of the model. However, for low-frequency charges, the
PR curve of our model completely covers another one, so our model is obviously better
than the Few-attribute model. It can be seen that the method proposed in this paper is
particularly excellent for few-shot charges.

Figure 7. Performance comparison of our model and Few-attribute on specific charges.

4.4. Ablation Test

Our model is characterized by data augmentation and feature augmentation. There-
fore, we designed an ablation test to verify the advantages of each module. Firstly, the data
augmentation module was removed from the model, and the model only extracted the
fact description features from word and sentence levels, and the variant model was named
no-data. Subsequently, the feature augmentation module based on DGCN was removed,
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and the model did not introduce external knowledge such as charge information, and the
variant was named no-feature. Finally, the category prior loss function was replaced by the
ordinary cross-entropy loss function, and the variant was named cross-loss. Experiments
were conducted on three datasets and the results are shown in Table 8. It is observed that
the prediction performance decreases when any of the modules is removed. Specifically,
when the Mixup data augmentation module is removed, the performance decreases signifi-
cantly on the Criminal-S dataset because the training samples can be implicitly augmented
by Mixup strategy, thus improving the model’s training effect. When the feature augmenta-
tion module is removed, the model performance decreases significantly because this paper
extracts features from the charge information into the model by DGCN, which provides ex-
ternal knowledge for the low-frequency and confusing charges existing in the dataset, thus
effectively improving the representation capability of the model. Finally, when ordinary
cross-entropy loss is used instead of the optimized loss in this paper, the accuracy is slightly
reduced, but the F1 value decreases significantly. By analyzing the results, the decrease in
performance mainly originates from the performance on low-frequency charges, which
accounts for a low proportion of the dataset, so the accuracy rate does not fluctuate much,
further proving the effectiveness of the category prior loss function on few-shot charges.

Table 8. Macro-F1 values of various charges on Criminal-S.

Datasets Criminal-S Criminal-M Criminal-L

Metrics Acc. MP MR F1 Acc. MP MR F1 Acc. MP MR F1

No-data 91.1 60.4 59.7 58.4 92.9 67.2 71.3 68.2 95.5 76.2 76.0 74.9

No-feature 93.1 60.7 61.2 60.3 93.8 67.1 71.9 68.1 95.1 75.1 75.8 74.2

Cross-loss 92.4 59.7 60.2 59.1 93.6 68.1 71.3 68.7 94.9 77.3 76.2 75.1

Ours 93.5 66.2 63.8 62.1 94.9 70.3 73.5 70.0 95.9 78.6 77.1 76.2

4.5. Case Study

As shown in Figure 8, a representative case was chosen to illustrate visually how
our model can improve the accuracy of prediction results. In this case, the defendant is
charged with robbery. Theft and robbery are related to property, and their fact descriptions
are similar, so many models have difficulty distinguishing them. In-depth analysis of the
relevant legal articles reveals that one important difference between them is robbery often
uses violence to seize the victim’s property, and the crime of theft is mainly related to
“taking advantage of a person’s surprise” and “secret manner”. In the charge prediction,
the model can only correctly predict the charge when the distinguishable features in the
fact description are extracted. As shown in Table 9, the charge of the case is accurately
predicted by our model. On the contrary, other models did not focus on both “property”
and “violence” and incorrectly predicted the crime of theft. For example, in MPBFN, by
analyzing the relationship between the LJP subtasks and using the legal article and prison
term to assist in the prediction of the charge, the case characteristics are extracted in depth;
however, the information of “hit” and “injury” in the case is not paid extra attention to.
However, in this paper, by constructing a heterogeneous graph of the charge information
and using a DGCN to extract the heterogeneous graph features, our model can effectively
capture the semantics related to the specific charge, which are assigned the red color in
Figure 8, and, finally, combine external knowledge and fact description to accurately predict
the charge in this case, which further proves that the feature augmentation based on graph
attention network can effectively distinguish confusing charges.
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Figure 8. The case of robbery.

Table 9. Charge prediction results of robbery case.

Models Ours CNN HAN Few-Attribute MPBFN

Result Robbery Theft Theft Theft Theft

5. Conclusions

This paper solves the problem of few-shot charges in charge prediction by means of
data augmentation and feature augmentation and proposes a category prior loss function
to further alleviate the difficulty of inadequate training for few-shot charge cases, thus
improving the prediction effect of the model overall. Extensive experimental results show
that our model significantly improves on all indicators of criminal cases, and the ablation
experimental results prove that the virtual samples are effectively generated for few-shot
charges through the Mixup data augmentation. Building heterogeneous graphs for feature
augmentation based on charge information can introduce external knowledge and the
prediction effect of few-shot charges is further improved. Moreover, the DGCN proposed
in this paper can extract distinguishable features for confusing charges. In addition, a
feature fusion network is used to learn semantic-enhanced fact representation, and the
network has good scalability for the introduction of other external knowledge. In the
future, solutions will be proposed for complex situations such as multiple defendants and
multiple charges.
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